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In this paper, the modified convergence of three Rogers-Ramanujan type 
continued fractions is established. These results are companions to well-known 
continued fraction identities of Rogers and Ramanujan and of Gordon. In the 
course of proving these modified convergence results, a simple and unified 
treatment of many partition identities of Rogers-Ramanujan type is proved using 
two q-series transformations. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose here is two-fold. First, we establish the modified 
convergence (defined below) of three Rogers-Ramanujan type continued 
fractions. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 of Section 2 may be viewed as companions 
to continued fraction identities of Rogers-Ramanujan and Gordon [10]. 
Second, in proving these theorems, we provide a simple and unified 
treatment of many (known) Rogers-Ramanujan type identities using two 
q-series transformations. 
A continued fraction 
hi  
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b2 
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b3 
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is said to converge if the sequence of convergents 
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tends to a limit l as n ~ oo. In this paper we consider the modified 
convergents 
P* = ao + bl 
q* b2 
a~ +.  
" .+an+b,+l  
(1.2) 
If the sequence pn/q, converges to a limit l* as n + o% we write 
bl  
a0 + - -  = 1" (m.c.), 
b2 
a I +- -  
where the letters m.c. signify modified convergence. 
The well-known recurrences for p~ and qn are 
p_1=1,  p0=ao,  p,=anpn l+b~p, 2, 
and 
n~>l, (1.3) 
q 1=0, qo=l ,  qn=a,q, l+b~qn 2, n~>l. (1.4) 
The convergents and the modified convergents are connected by the 
relations 
and 
P*=P~+bn+lP~-I, n~>0, (1.5) 
q*~ =qn+bn+lqn_,, n>/O. (1.6) 
In particular, when b, = 1 for n >~0, p*/q* is the mediant ofpn_l/q, , 1 and 
Pn/qn. More generally, if bn ~> 0, then p~/q, lies between Pn i/q~-1 and 
P,/qn. Thus, in this case, if Pn/q~ ~ l, then pn/q, ~ l as well. 
In this paper we discuss a q-continued fraction for which the sequence 
Pn/q, converges, but P,/qn does not (see Theorem 1). We also consider 
two other q-continued fractions for which Pn/q, and p~/q, converge to 
different limits (see Theorems 2 and 3). Ramanujan had considered various 
continued fractions which do not converge in the usual sense; a recent 
paper by Andrews et al. [6] discusses many such results of Ramanujan, 
but modified convergence of q-continued fractions seems to have escaped 
attention. In particular, Theorems 1, 2, and 3 below appear to be new. 
The term modified approximants has been used in a related sense by 
Jacobsen in [-12] and other papers. Given a complex number w, the 
modified approximants are defined by Sn(w) = (p,, + wpn_ 1)/(q~ + wqn_ 1), 
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and this coincides with our Pn/qn when bn = w. Jacobsen has also coin- 
sidered the more general situation with w replaced by wn, but does not 
apply these ideas to q-continued fractions. Although there is a possibility of 
confusion, we have used the prefix modif ied in this paper for want of better 
terminology. 
We use the standard notation 
(a), = (a; q), = (1 -a ) (1  -aq)(1 -aq2) . . .  (1 -aq  n-  ') 
for a non-negative integer n, and for q < 1 
(a)~ = lira (a),. 
n ----~ oo 
The Gaussian q-binomial coefficients [-~] are defined by 
tq,i 
(q)j (q)i j" 
Also by j -- b(mod m), we mean j = b + kin with j > 0. Finally, Pn and qn in 
(1.3) and (1.4) are called the nth numerator and nth denominator, while 
p* and q* in (1.5) and (1.6) are called the nth modified numerator and the 
nth modified denominator respectively. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Our first main result is 
THEOREM 1. For Iql < 1, 
1 (q2; qS)o ~ (q3; qS)~ 
r(q) = q + 1 - (q; qS)o ~ (q4; qS)o ~ (m.c.). 
q3 +_____5_ 
qS+__  
, . .  
This result can be considered as a companion to the celebrated Rogers- 
Ramanujan continued fraction identity 
R(q)  = 1 + q (q2; qS)~ (q3; qS)o °
q2 (q; qS)o ~ (q4; qS)o ~ • (2.1) 
1 + - -  q3 
1+- -  
° . .  
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The fraction r(q) does not converge in the ordinary sense. In fact, the odd 
convergents P2n +~/q2n +2 and the even convergents P2,/q2, to r(q) converge 
to different limits (see (5.7) and (5.8)). Since the b, are all equal to 1 in 
Theorem 1, we see from (1.5) and (1.6) that p*/q* is the mediant of 
Pn-1/qn-1 and Pn/q," Thus in Theorem 1, the letters m.c. may also be 
interpreted to mean mediant convergence. 
Theorem 1 is proved in Sections 3 to 6. In the course of the proof, 
several auxiliary results are discussed, including six identities of Rogers 
which are related to the Rogers-Ramanujan identities and arise in Baxter's 
Hard Hexagon Model (see Andrews [3, Chap. 1]). These six functions of 
Rogers are connected by a pair of modular elations which are essential in 
the proof of Theorem 1. We also show in Section 4 that four of these 
Rogers functions are connected via a q-series transformation which is an 
analytic version of a duality observed by Bressoud [7]. 
Our next result is 
THEOREM 2. For Iq[ < 1, 
l+q  -1 
q-1 
l+q- l+q 2 - 
--1 q 
l+q- l+q 4 q 1 
- -  I~Ij  ~_ + 3, _+ 4, _+ 7(mod 20) (1 - -  q J) 
m 
I-[j~-__+1,-I-8, +9(mod20) (1 -q J )  
(m.c.). 
Theorem 2 is proved in Section 7. It is a companion to the following 
result of Gordon [10]: 
q (q8; q2O)m (q,2; q20)~ 
1 + q q - (q4; q20)~ (@6; q2O) • (2.2) 
l+q+q 3 
l+q+q5 q 
From (2.2) we see that the fraction in Theorem 2 converges in the ordinary 
sense for 0< Iql < 1. Indeed, dividing the fraction in (2.2) by q, we get 
q i (qS; q2O)o v (q12; q2O)~ (2.3) 
l+q  -I -1 1 + q-1 + q2 q q(q4; q2O)~ (q16; q2O) • 
l +q-l  +q 4 q-a 
Note that the limit in (2.3) is different from the (m.c.) limit in Theorem 2. 
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Our final result is 
THEOREM 3. For I ql < 1, 
q - l+  
l+q- l+  
1 __q--1 (_q;  qS)~ ° (_q7; q8)~ 
q2 _ q-1 
l +q_l + q4--q -1 
- (_q3;  q8)~ (_qS; qS)o ~ (m.c.). 
This is a companion to another esult of Gordon [10], namely, 
q2_q (_q3; qS)o ° (_qS; qS)o °
l+  q4q - (_q;q8)o ° (_q7;qS)~o. (2.4) 
l+q+ q6 _ q 
l+q+- -  
Indeed, (2.4) shows that the fraction in Theorem 3 converges when 
0 < Iql < 1. For, by dividing the above fraction by q, we get 
1 -q  1 (_q3; q8)o ° (_qS; qS)o °
q 1+ q2 q-1 --q(_q;q8)oo (_q7;q8)oo. (2.5) 
l+q- l+  q4 q--1 
l+q- l+  - -  
Observe that the limit in (2.5) is different from the (m.c.) limit in 
Theorem 3. 
Theorem 3 proved in Sections 8, 9, and 10. In doing so, many auxiliary 
identities related to the G611nitz-Gordon identities are discussed. These are 
known identities, but our derivation is simple and goes via a q-series trans- 
formation which is similar to the analytic version of Bressoud's duality. 
This discussion also includes two identities of Gessel and Stanton [8] (see 
Section 9). 
Finally, in Section 11, the polynomials we encounter in the proof of 
Theorem 1 are shown to be conneted to two false theta series of Rogers. 
3. ANALYTIC VERSION OF BRESSOUD'S DUALITY 
The famous Rogers-Ramanujan identities are 
Rl(q)= ~ qn2 1 
n~>o (q)~ = (q; qS)oo (q4; qS)~ ° 
(3.1) 
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and 
R2(q) = ~ qn2+~ 1 (3.2) 
n~>o (q)n - (q2; qS)~ (q3; qS)o " 
Identity (2.1) is obtained by considering the ratio Rl(q)/R2(q). 
Rogers [13] found two equally beautiful identities, namely 
rl(q) = 2 qn2 1 (3.3) n~>o (q4;q4)n (_q2; q2)~ (q; qS)~ (q4; qS)~ 
and 
• qn2 + 2n 1 
r2(q) = Z n~>o (q4; q4). -- (_q2; q2)~ (q2; qS)~ (q3; q,) • (3.4) 
The continued fraction r(q) in Theorem 1 is obtained by considering the 
ratio rl(q)/r2(q) (see Section 5). 
Bressoud [7] gave elegant combinatorial proofs of (3.3) and (3.4). He 
wrote (3.3) in the equilvalent form 
qn2(_q2,+2; q2)o ° 1 
Z - (3.5) n>~o (q2; q2). (q; qS)~ (q4; qS) ,  
and noted that (3.3) would follow from (3.1) and (3.5) by showing 
n 2 __  q2n  q q,2( +z; q2)~ (3.6) 
Y~ (q). =.~o (q2; q2)o n~>0 
Identity (3.6) is equivalent to the following combinatorial result: The 
number of partitions of N into parts with minimal difference 2 equals the 
number of partitions of N into distinct parts where each even part is greater 
than twice the number of odd parts. 
Bressoud gave an explicit bijection between these two sets of partitions 
of N, thereby proving (3.3). His proof of (3.4) is similar. In the course of 
these arguments, he noticed an interesting duality, namely: The number of 
partitions of N into distinct parts where each even part is greater than twice 
the number of odd parts equals the number of partitions of N into distinct 
parts where each odd part is greater than twice the number of even parts. 
582a/65/2-4 
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Lemma 1 below is an analytic formulation of this combinatorial fact, and 
we give a proof of its by means of the q-binomial expansion. 
Thus 
LEMMA l. (The First Transformation), 
a.qn2(_ bnqn2 +n( aq2n+ l; bq2"+2; q2)o v - q2)o  
n~>o (q2; q2)n -- 2 ~>o (q2; q2). 
Proof We use the well-known expansion 
(-zq)o~= ~ zmqm(m+l)/2 
m>~O (q)m 
(3.7) 
More generally, 
formation 
Observe that 
T(F(a, b))= F(bq, aq-1). 
T2(F(a, b))= F(a, b). 
Thus T(F(a, b)) = F*(a, b) can be considered as a dual of F. In Lemma 1 
we have a function f satisfying 
T(f(a, b))= f(a, b). 
The Rogers identities (3,3) and (3,4) are equivalent to 
1 
f(1, 1)= (q; qS)o ~ (q4; q5)~ (3.8) 
anq'~2(-bq2n+ 2; q2)o ~ a"q "2 bmq2nm+m2 +  
2 = 2 m>~20 n~>0 (q2; qZ)n (q2; q2)n (q2; q2)m n>~O 
bmqm2+m (aq2m- 1)n qn2+n 
=2 2 
m~>0 (q2; q2)m n>~O (q2; q2)n 
bmqm 2 + m( -- aq2m = Y~ +1; q2)~ 
m>~0 (q2, qZ)m ' 
proving Lemma 1. 
Remarks. If we denote the left hand side series in Lemma 1 by f(a, b), 
then Lemma 1 is the statement 
f(a, b)=f(bq, aq-1). 
consider a function F(a, b)=F(a,b;q) and a trans- 
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and 
1 
f (q2,  1) - (q2; q5)~ (q3; qS)o " (3.9) 
4. SIX FUNCTIONS OF ROGERS 
Lemma 1 and (3.8) yield 
qn2 +n(__q2'~+ l; q2)o o 1 
n~>o (q2; q2)n -- (q; qS)o ° (q4; qS)o ~, 
and upon dividing both sides of this equation by ( -q ;  q2)~o, we get 
q n2+n 1 
2 .~o (q2; q2)~ (_q;  q2),, (_q;  q2)~ (q; q5)~ (q4; q5)~ o' 
In the above equation replace q by -q .  This gives 
q n2+n 1 
ff3(q) = Y', - [ I  
n~>0 (q)2n j=_ +_2, ++_3, +_4, +_5, +6, +7(mod20) (1--qJ)" 
Identity (4.1) is due to Rogers [13] and is Eq. (99) in Slater [15]. 
Next, Lemma 1 and (3.9) yield 
qnZ+n(__q2n+3;  q2)~ 1 
n~>0 
or, equivalently, 
(q2; q2)n (q2; qs)~ c (q3; q5)o v ' 
q n2+n 1 
-- . 
n>o (q2; q2)n (__q; q2)n+l (q2; q5)c ° (q2; q5)o s (q3; q5)~ 
In the above equation replace q by -q  to get 
(4.1) 
This is also due to Rogers [13] and is Eq. (94) in Slater [15]. 
In discussing the limits of the numerators and denominators of the 
continued fraction in (2.2), Gordon was led to consider the identities 
1 (4.3) ~o(q) = ~ qn2 = H (1 - qJ) 
n>o(q)zn j=-- ± 1, +3, ±4, +5, +7, +9 (mod 20) 
qn2+n 1 (4.2) 
~bl(q)= Z - - -  1~ (l__q/)" 
n>~o(q)2n+l j=- + 1, +2, -t- 5, +6, -t-8, +9 (mod 20) 
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and 
q n2+2n 1 (4.4) 
~b2(q) = ~ - I~ (1 _ qj). 
n>~o(q)2n+l j~- + 1, ±3, +5, -I-7, ±8, +9 (mod 20) 
These two identities are also due to Rogers [13], and are Eqs. (98) and 
(96) in Slater's list [15]. As part of a discussion on a general continued 
fraction, Hirschhorn [11 ] obtained explicit formulae for the numerators 
and denominators of Gordon's fraction (2.2) in terms of the q-binomial 
coefficients. 
In November 1990, George Andrews pointed out to me that the six 
Rogers functions q(q), r2(q), and ~i(q), i= 0, 1, 2, 3, are connected by a 
pair of modular equations. More precisely, consider the decompositions 
qn 2 q4n~ q4n 2 + 4n + 1 
n>0 (q4; q4)n--n~>~ 0 (q4; qa)2n+n~>~O (q-~ q---'~2n +1 
(4.5) 
and 
qn 2 + 2n q4n 2 + 4n q4n 2 + 8n + 3 
~' (q4; q4) --n~>.O ~ + 2 ~4"-2-g-"~-TU-_4~ - " n>o ~ n>o(q ;q )2.+1 
These decompositions yield the modular elations 
(4.6) 
q(q) = q~o(q 4) + qq~l(q4), (4.7) 
and 
r2(q) = ~b3(q 4) + q3q~2(q4). (4.8) 
These relations seem to have escaped attention and are essential in our 
proof of Theorem 1. It is interesting that in (4.7) and (4.8) all six functions 
have product representations. 
All these identities of Rogers have partition interpretations. For instance, 
(4.2) is equivalent to the following combinatorial statement: The number of 
partitions of N into parts bi satisfying bI >1 b 2 > b 3 >/b 4 > ... is equal to the 
number of partitions of N into parts = +__ 1, +2, ___ 5, _ 6, + 8, _ 9 (mod 20). 
We use this partition interpretation i Section 11 while discussing a false 
theta series of Rogers [14]. 
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5. THE CONTINUED FRACTION r(q) 
We begin by writing 
an q,2 ( _ bq2n + 2; 
f (a,  b)= ~, q2)~_ Z A,  an" 
n>~o (q2, q2)n n>~O 
Therefore 
q2n- 1An 1 
An = (1 - q2n)(1 + bq 2n) 
for n/> 0, because A_ 1 = 0, and so 
An = q2nAn - bq2nAn + bq4nAn + q2n ~An_ 1. 
Multiply both sides of (5.1) by a n and sum over n ~> 0 to get 
f (a,  b) = (1 - b + aq) f (aq  2, b) + bf(aq 4, b ). 
Now (5.2) can be rewritten in the form 
f (a,  b) b 
f ( aq 2, b----~) - 1 - b + aq + 2 f (aq , b )/f(aq 4, b )' 
and by iteration this yields 
(5.~) 
(5.2) 
f (a,  b) b 
f(aq2, b) 1 b+aq+ b (5.3) 
1-  b + aq3 + b 
1 -b+aqS+ - 
The equality in (5.3) is only formal since we have not established 
convergence of the iteration. 
Of special interest is the case a = 1, b = 1 in (5.3) giving the continued 
fraction 
r(q) = q + 
1 q3 q_ ___.......~ 
qS+__  
In this case, the left side of (5.3) is 
f(1, 1) (q2; qS)~ (q3; qS)~ 
f(q2, 1) (q; qS)~ (q4;qS) , 
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because of (3.8) and (3.9). The continued fraction r(q) does not converge 
in the ordinary sense, but it converges to this product for ]q] < 1 in the 
modified sense. This is established presently. 
For the fraction r(q), since an = q2,+1 and bn = 1, (1.3) shows that 
Pn(q)=q2n+lPn ~(q)+P,-z(q), n>>.l, (5.4) 
with P ~(q)= 1, Po(q)=q. Similarly, (1.4) implies that the sequence of 
denominators i given by 
Q,(q)=q2n+lQn_~(q)+Q,_2(q), n~ l, (5.5) 
with Q- l (q)  = 0, Qo(q) = 1. The following two lemmas are easily proved by 
induction. 
LEMMA 2. (a) For n>>.O, there are polynomials fn(q) such that 
P2n-l(q) = f,(q4). 
(b) For n >>. O, there are polynomials gn(q) such that P2n(q) = qg,(q4). 
LEMMA 3. (a) For n~>0, there are polynomials hn(q) such that 
Q2,(q)=hn(q4). 
(b) For n >~0, there are polynomials kn(q) such that Qzn- l (q)= 
q3kn(q4). 
The next two results are established in Section 6. 
THEOREM 4. 
Similarly we have 
(a) lim P2._l(q)=(90(q4). 
n .--+ co  
(b) l im P2n(q) = qq~l(q4) • 
n --~ co  
THEOREM 5. 
(a) lira Q2n(q) = ~b3(q4) • 
(b) lim Qz,_1(q)=q302(q4). 
From Theorems 4 and 5, the modular equations (4.7), (4.8), and the 
Rogers identities (3.3), (3.4), it follows that 
lim P.(q)+P.- l (q)  =r~(q)__(q2;qS)~ (q3;qS)~ (5.6) 
n~Qn(q)+Qn- l (q )  r2(q) (q;qS)~(q4;qS)o ~"
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Therefore the mediants of consecutive convergents o r(q) converge to the 
Rogers-Ramanujan product. So (5.6) shows that Theorem 1 holds in the 
sense of mediant convergence. Since the bn are all equal to 1 in r(q), from 
(1.3) and (1.4) we see that the nth modified numerator and nth modified 
denominator are given by 
P,*(q) = Pn(q) + P,,- l(q) 
and 
Q*(q) = Qn(q) + Q,,- l(q). 
So we have modified convergence of the fraction r(q) to the Rogers- 
Ramanujan product as claimed in Theorem 1. Thus Theorem 1 has been 
proved assuming Theorems 4 and 5. These two results are established in 
the next section. 
Theorems 4 and 5 show that the odd and even convergents to r(q) 
converge to different limits, namely 
P2n l(q) q~o(q 4)
lim Q2n-l(q) q3q~2(q4)' for 0< Iql < 1 (5.7) 
and 
lim Pz,(q) qOl(q 4) for 0< Iql < 1, (5.8) 
n~ ~ Qzn(q) q~3(q 4)
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 4 AND 5 
Only the proof of Theorem 4(a) is discussed in detail; the proofs of 
Theorems 4(b), 5(a), and 5(b) are similar. 
Iteration of the recurrence (5.4) yields 
Pn(q)=q2n+l{q2~-lP~ 2(q)+Pn-3(q)}+Pn 2(q) 
= (1 .+q4n) p,~_2(q)+q2n+ip,,_3(q) 
=(l +q4n)Pn-2(q)+q2"+l{q2"-SP~ 4(q)+ Pn-5(q)} 
-= (1 + q4n) P,,-2(q) + q4n-4P,~-4(q) + q2n+XPn-5(q). 
Continuing in this fashion, we get the recurrence 
P,,(q)=(l+q4n)P,~-2(q)+qa'~-4P,~ (q)+q4n-SP,, 6(q)q-"'" (6.1) 
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for n~> 1. In particular, (6.1) shows that 
Pzn-l(q) = (1 + qSn--4) Pzn-3(q) q- qS"-SP2,-5(q) 
+ qS,-12p2" 7(q) + " (6.2) 
for n~> 1. 
Next, from Lemma 2(a) and (6.2) we see that the polynomials f,(q) 
satisfy the recurrence 
f~(q)=( l+q2n ~)L_t(q)+q2n 2fn_z(q)..l_q2n-3fn_3(q)+ ... 
for n/> 1, with fo(q) = 1. This is equivalent o 
f~(q)_f,_ l(q)=q,{fo(q)+fl(q)q+f2(q)q2+ ... f , _ l (q )qn  1}. (6.3) 
Note that (6.3) shows that lim,_~ ~f,(q) exists. Theorem 4(a) is equivalent 
to the assertion 
lim fn(q) = ~b0(q)" (6.4) 
n- -~ 
For [z[ < 1 define 
F(z) =F(z; q )= ~ f,(q)z". (6.5) 
n~>0 
We use (6.3) to obtain a representation for F(z). More precisely, multiply 
both sides of (6.3) by z" and sum over n/> 1 to get 
(1 - z)  F(z)  - 1 = zq ~ {fo(q) + f~(q) q + fz(q) q2 + . . .  + f . (q )  q .}  z"q". 
nz0 (6.6) 
Now (6.5) implies that 
and so 
F(zq) = ~', f~(q) znq ~, 
n>~O 
F(zq)= ~ {fo(q)+fl(q)q+fz(q)q2+ ... +f~(q) qn}zn" (6.7) 
1 - - z  n>~o 
Hence (6.6) and (6.7) yield 
zqF(zq 2) 
( l - z )  F(z)-  1=- 1-- zq ' 
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and this is equivalent to 
1 zqF(zq 2) 
F(z) = ~ + (1 - z)(1 - zq)" 
By iterating this, we arrive at 
F(z)= Z f~(q)S= Z znq~2 (6.8) 
n~o ~>o (z)2n+ 1 
Finally, from (6.8), we get 
lira f~(q)= lira (1 -z )F (z )= Z q~----~-2 =q~o(q), 
. . . . .  1 n>~o (q)2n  
which is (6.4). This proves Theorem 4(a). 
To prove Theorem 4(b) we use a recurrence for P2~(q), but here there is 
a difference. As in (6.2) we have for n > 1 
P2,~(q) = q4n+l + (1 + qSn) P2,-2(q) + qSn 4 P2n-4(q) 
+ q8'~-SP2n_6(q) + ..., (6.9) 
but in (6.9) there is an extra term q4~+ 1.From Lemma 2(b) and (6.9) we 
see that the polynomials g~(q) satisfy 
g~(q)-g,, l(q)=q~+q~+l{go(q)+ gl(q q+ gz(q)q2 + ... 
+g,_~(q) q"-~}. (6.10) 
Therefore, in analogy with (6.8), we have 
znqn2 + n 
G(z)= Z g,(q) z"= Z . (6.11) 
o~o .~o (z)2.+1 
Thus 
lim gn(q)=lim (1-z)  G(z)= ~ q~2+n 
. . . . .  1 ,~>o (q)Rn + 1 
- -  = ~bl(q).  (6 .12)  
Theorem 4(b) is a consequence of (6.12) and Lemma 2(b). 
The polynomials hn(q) in Lemma 3(a) are given by the recurrence 
hn(q) - -  hn-l(q) = qn+ l{ho(q) + hl(q ) q + hz(q) q2 + ... + hn_ l(q) qn-1 }. 
(6.13) 
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Now (6.13) is similar to (6.10) except for the summand q" which is absent 
in (6.13). So the generating function of h,,(q) is 
znqn 2 + n 
H(z)= ~ h,(q)z"= ~ (~- - .  (6.14) 
Therefore, 
qn2 W n 
lim h~(q)=lim (1-z)H(z)= ~ (q)2 -~b3(q). (6.15) 
n ---~ o~ z~l  ;7~>0 
Theorem 5(a) follows from (6.15) and Lemma 3(a). 
Finally, to prove Theorem 5(b), we note that the polynomials k~(q) in 
Lemma 3(b) satisfy ko(q) = O, kl(q) = 1, and 
kn(q)-kn l (q)=q n l+qn+l{k~(q)+k2(q)q+k3(q)q2+ "" 
+ k~_l(q ) q~-2}, (6.16) 
for n ~> 2. In this case we define the generating function to be 
K(z) = K(z; q) = Y' k,~+ l(q) z~. 
n>~O 
Then (6.16) implies that 
znqn 2 + 2n 
K(z)= ,~oZ kn+~(q) zn= n~>OZ (~)2,+2-" (6.17) 
Hence, 
qn z + 2n 
lim kn+l(q)=lim(1-z)K(z)= ~ (q)2,+l=~b2(q), (6.18) 
n~oo z~l  n~0 
and Theorem 5(b) follows from (6.18) and Lemma 3(b). 
The polynomials fn and g~ satisfy a pair of conjugate relations 
j~(q)-f,,_l(q)=qng,,_l(q), n~>l, (6.19) 
and 
gn(q) - gn l(q) = q"f~(q), n ~> 1. (6.20) 
These are easily established either by induction or by appeal to (6.8) and 
(6.11). Similarly, (6.14) and (6.17) show that hn and kn satisfy the conjugate 
relations 
hn(q)-hn_l(q)=qn+lk~(q), n>~ l, (6.21) 
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and 
k,,(q)-kn ,(q)=q"-~h,, l(q), n~>l. (6.22) 
These relations are used in the proof of Theorem 2 in the next section. 
Remarks. The generating functions F(z), G(z), H(z), and K(z) have 
been considered previously by Andrews [-3], but in a different context. 
More precisely, in connection with Baxter's Hard Hexagon Model, 
Andrews [3, Chaps. 1, 9] discussed eight 2-variable generating functions 
fl,j(q, z), j=  1, 2 ..... 8, related to eight identities of Rogers. In Andrews' 
notation 
F(z) =fl, 7(q, z) 
G(z)--- fl, 5(q, z) 
I4(z) = f l, 6(q, z), 
and 
g(z,) = f l ,  4(q, Z). 
From the discussion in Andrews [3, Chap. 93 we see that f.(q), g,(q), 
hn(q), and kn(q) are reciprocal polynomials of those arising from the 
famous Rogers Ramanujan continued fraction (2.1). To be more precise, 
let r~(q) denote the nth numerator and let sn(q) denote the nth 
denominator in (2.1). Then from the recurrences defining rn(q) and sn(q), 
and from (6.3), (6.10), (6.13), and (6.16), it follows by induction that 
and 
f~(q)=qn2rzn l (q -  1), 
gn(q) = qn2 + nr2~(q- 1), 
hn(q) = q n2 + ns2,(q- 1), 
kn(q)=qn2-1s2n_l(q-*), 
n = 0, 1, 2, ..., (6.23) 
n=0,1 ,2  .... , (6.24) 
n = 0, 1, 2, ..., (6.25) 
n = 1, 2, 3 ..... (6.26) 
The polynomials rn(q) are also given by 
'] r.(q/= ~ q:2 
O<~2j<~n 
(6.27) 
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and there is a similar formula for s~(q). By combining (6.27) and (6.23) 
we get 
.?+q 
fn(q)= ~ qj2 (6.28) 
o,<s,<, L 2j J" 
The polynomials gn, hn, and k, have similar representations in terms of 
q-binomial coefficients. These explicit formulae can be established irectly 
by computing the coefficient of z ~ in (6.8), (6.11), (6.14) and (6.17). 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
First we consider Gordon's fraction (2.2). It turns out that the nth 
numerator in (2.2) is f ,+l(q), and the nth denominator is k,+ x(q). Thus, 
by (6.4) and (6.18), we have 
lim f ,+l(q)  q)o(q) (7.1) 
~-~o~ k,+l(q) ~bz(q)' 
which is (2.2), because of (4.3) and (4.4). 
Since the fraction in (2.3) is obtained by dividing the fraction in (2.2) 
by q, it follows that the nth numerator in (2.3) is f ,+l(q)/q n+~, while the 
nth denominator is k,+l(q)/q ~. So (2.3) is a direct consequence of (2.2) 
and (7.1). 
Equation (1.5) shows that the nth modified numerator in (2.3) is 
L+l(q) lf.(q) L+l(q)-L(q) , ,  
qn + ~ q qn -q~ £~ = g,A q ), (7.2) 
because of (6.19). Similarly, from (1.6) we see that the nth modified 
denominator in (2.3) is 
kn+~(q) l k . (q )  kn+1(q) -k . (q)  
q,, q qn- 1 - qn -hn(q),  (7.3) 
because of (6.22). Thus (7.3) and (7.4) imply that the limit of the modified 
covergents in (2.3) is 
lim gn(q) ~bl(q) (7.4) 
~ hn(q) ~b3(q)' 
because of (6.12) and (6.15). Theorem 2 follows from (7.4), (4.2), and (4.1). 
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Remarks. Although Theorem 2 has been proved, it is instructive to see 
how to obtain the continued fraction in (2.3) by iteration. For this we note 
that the summands of the series for q~l(q) and ~b3(q) satisfy 
qn2 + n q(n -1 )2  + (n -1 )  qn2-  n 
+ (q)2(, 1)+1 (q)2n '  /7 ~> 1, (7.5) 
and so 
qn 2 + n qn  2 + n qn 2 - n 
2 + 2 - - - -2  
n~>0 n~>0(q)2n+l n~>0 
(7.6) 
Next, let 
znqn2 - n 
A(z)=A(z; q)= ~ - ~ Anz n. 
So, be setting A 1 = 0, we see that 
qn 2 n q2n- 2An 1 
An-  (q)2-----~ (1 -q  2" 1)(1-q2") ' n~>0. 
Rewrite this in the form 
An q2n-lAn-+-q2nAn q4~ 1An_bq2n-ZAn (7.7) 
Now multiply both sides of (7.7) by z n and sum over n/> 0 to get 
A(z)=(l+q l+z) A(zq 2)-q 1A(zq4). 
Therefore 
A(Z) l+q_ l+z_  q-1 
A(zq 2) A(zq 2)/A(Zq4) ' 
and by iterating this we get the continued fraction 
l+q- i+z  
q 1 
1 +q-1 +zq2 
-1  q 
-1  
l + q-l + zq4-q 
(7.8) 
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From (7.6) we see that 
A(1) ~bl(q) 
1 
A(q 2) ~b3(q)" 
So be taking z = 1 in (7.8) and subtracting 1, we get the continued fraction 
in (2.3). But the fraction converges to ~b~(q)/~b3 only in the modified sense. 
It is interesting that the ordinary convergents in (2.3) tend to the limit 
(Jo(q)/(~2(q). 
In analogy with (7.5), the summands of the series for ~bo(q) and ~2(q) 
satisfy 
2 qn 2 + 2n qn 2 
+q(q)2 ,+ l  (q)En+ 1' 
n~>0, 
and 
qn 2 q (n - 1 )2 q_ 2(n 1) qn 2 + 2n 
n~>l. 
(q)2, q (q)z(,-l~+l (q)2,' 
These relations yield 
n 2 qn 2 + 2n 
q - - -  ~, q ;  (7.9) 
Z - -+q Z (q)2n+l (q)2n+l 
q,___~__2  q~2 + 2n qn2 + 2n 
. .>~o(q)2.÷1 ./>o 
and 
The first of this pair of relations, (7.9), leads to Gordon's identity (2.2). To 
see this define 
znqnZ ~ Bn zn. 
B(z )=B(z ;q )= Z (q)2n+l />0 
n~>0 n 
As in (7.7), the Bn satisfy a similar recurrence which gives the function 
equation 
B(z) q 
B(zq2~ ) - 1 + q + zq B(zq2)/B(zq4 ). 
By iterating this we get the continued fraction 
1 + q + zq  - -  q (7.10) 
l +q+ zq3 q 
l +q+zq 5 q 
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Now (7.9) implies that 
B(1) Co(q) 
B(q 2) q-¢2(q)" (7.11) 
So by taking z = 1 in (7.10) and subtracting 1we get (2.2) as a consequence 
of (7.11). In this case the ordinary convergents end to the limit ¢o(q)/O2(q) 
as anticipated. 
8. THE SECOND TRANSFORMATION 
Before proving 3, we discuss various companions to the GSllnitz- 
Gordon identities. We obtain these companions in Section9 using 
Lemma 4. Thus the role of Lemma 4 in relation to the G611nitz-Gordon 
identities is similar to the role of Lemma 1 in connection with the Rogers- 
Ramanujan identities. 
LEMMA 4. (The Second Transformation). 
anq"2(-bq; q2),, (ab)n q2,,2( _aq2,,+ 1; q2)~ 
(q2; q2),, = Z n~o n>o (q2; qZ)n 
Proof Here we use the q-binomial theorem 
(-zq).= ~ zJq j(j+l)/2 (q)" j=o (q)] (q) ._ f  (8.1) 
By (8.1) we get 
anqn2( - bq; q2)n anq~ 2 n bJqj2(q2; q2)~ 
Z - Z Z 
n~>0 (q2; q2)n n>O (q2; q2)nj= =0 (q2; q2)j (q2; q2)._j 
= y ' - -  
j>~O 
=Z 
j>~O 
(ab)J q13 amq(m+J) 2 
(q2; q2)j Y', (q2; q2)m 
m~>0 
( ab ) j q2j2 ( aq20m qm2 
(q2; q2)j Z (q2; q2)m 
m~>0 
(ab ) j q2j2( _aq2J+ 1; q2)o °
(q2; q2)j 
proving Lemma 4. 
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Lemma 4 can be proved combinatorially by following ideas of Bressoud 
[7]; but there is an essential variation here and so we give the details. 
First write 
~, anq"2(-bq;q2)~= ~ A(n;i , j )dbJq ~. 
n~>0 (q2; q2)n i , j ,n  
So 
A(n; i, j)  = the number of bipartitions (7t x ; re2) of n such that r h has 
i distinct odd parts, rc 2 has j distinct odd parts, and the 
largest part of ~2 is less then twice the number of parts 
of 7r x. 
Consider the Ferrers graph 7r x and use ~2 to construct a partition n 3 as 
follows: Let the parts of ~2 be 2nl - 1 > 2n2-  1 > .-- > 2n j -  1. Then the 
first column of n3 has nx nodes followed by a column of n2 - 1 nodes. The 
third column of rc 3 has n2 nodes followed by a column of n2 - 1 nodes, and 
so on. Now consider the Ferrers graph of the partition ~4=~X'q-~3, 
obtained by adding the number of nodes in the corresponding rows of 7 h 
and ~3. This correspondence between (~x; re2) and 7c 4 is reversible. By 
considering the parition 7~ 4 we see that 
A(n; i, j )  = the number of partitions of n into i parts with minimal 
difference 2, of which i - j  are odd, j are even, and the 
even parts differ by at least 4. 
Next, write 
y 
n~>0 
(ab), q2~2(_aq2,+ 1; q2)~ 
= ~ B(n; i, j) aibJq n. 
(q2; q2)n i,j,n 
Then 
B(n; i, j )  = the number of partitions of n into i parts, of which j are 
even with minimal difference 4, and i - j  are distinct odd 
parts each >2j. 
So Lemma 4 is equivalent to the combinatorial assertion 
A(n; i, j) = B(n; i, j). (8.2) 
To prove (8.2), consider a partition 7~ 4 having n 1 ~> n 2 > - . -  > n~_j as its 
distinct odd parts, and m x >m 2 > --- >mj- as even parts differing by ~>4. 
Now subtract 0 from the smallest part of n4, 2 from the second smallest 
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part, 4 from the third smallest, and so on, and finally 2 i -2  from the 
largest part. In doing so, the distinct odd parts nl are replaced by odd parts 
n* satisfying n* >/n~/> ..- >/n* j. The even parts mk are replaced by dis- 
tinct even parts m*>m*> ... >m*. Now add 0 to m*, 2 to m*_l, and so 
on, and 2 j -  2 to m*. Next, add 2j to n*_j, 2 j -  2 to n*j 1 .... ,2 i -  2 to n*. 
This gives i - j  distinct odd parts each > 2j and j even parts with minimal 
difference 4. The process is reversible and so (8.2) is proved. 
Remark. As in the case of Bressoud's duality, we could have added 
0, 2 ..... 2 ( i - j ) -2  to n ' j ,  ..., n*, and 2( i - j )  ..... 2 i -2  to m~ ..., m*. But 
then we would have partitions whose generating function would not have 
an elegant representation like the series on the right in Lemma 4. So here 
it is essential to first add the small even numbers 0, 2, ..., 2 j -2  to the 
distinct even parts m*. 
9. CONSEQUENCES OF THE SECOND TRANSFORMATION 
The G611nitz-Gordon identities are 
q,2(_q; q2)~ 1 
Z - 1-[ l _q J  (9.1) 
,,~>o (q2; qZ)n j=--l, 4,7(mod81 
and 
q.2+2.(_q; qZ)n 1 
Z = I~ 1 - qJ' (9.2) 
n>~0 (q2; q2)n j~  3, 4, 5 (rood 8) 
These identities are Eqs. (36) and (34) in Slater [15]. Gordon [10] and 
G611nitz I-9] were, independently, led to these identities combinatorially 
and while discussing the convergents of a continued fraction. Various 
companions to (9.1) and (9.2) can be obtained by choosing special values 
of a and b in Lemma 4. Although this procedure is similar to the one in 
Section 4, there are variations worth pointing out. 
First take a = 1, b = 1 in Lemma 4. Then the left side is the series in (9.1). 
So by looking at the right sides in Lemma 4 and (9.1) we get 
q2.2(_q2.+ 1;q2)~ 1 
= ~I 1 n~>0 (q2; q2), j=--l, 4,7(mod8) -q : '  
and this is equivalent to 
q2.2 1 1 
Z 1~ l-q:" . />o(q2;q2)~(-q;q2)~ (_q;  2 q )o~ j=-- 1, 4, 7 (mod 8) 
582a/'65/2-5 
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In the above equation replace q by -q  to get 
q2,2 1 (9.3) 
O,(q) = Z - [ I  (1 -qO"  ,>o (q)2,-j__-±2, 4-3,-I-4, ±S (rood 16) 
This is a companion to (9.1) just as (4.1) is to (3.1). 
Next, take a = q2, b-= 1 in Lernma 4. Then the left side gives the series 
in (9.2). By considering the right sides of Lernnrna 4 and (9.2) we obtain 
2 q2n2+2n(--q2n+3; q2)°° 
n~>O (q2; q2). 
or equivalently, 
q2n 2 + 2n 
Z n~>0 (q2; q2). (_q;  q2).+~ 
1 
- 1-[ 1 - qJ' 
j--= 3, 4, 5 (rood 8) 
1 1 1-I 
11 1 - q J" ( -q ;  q2)ov j=- 3, 4, 5 (mod 8) 
In the above equation replace q by -q  to get 
q 2n2+2n 1 (9.4) 
- F I  (1 -q J ) "  ~P2(q)= Y" ~ i  _+1,_--/-4,_+6._+7(mod16) n~>O j~ 
This is a companion to (9.2)just as (4.2) is to (3.2). 
Identities (9.3) and (9.4) are Eqs. (39) and (38) in Slater [15]. 
Now take a = q, b = 1 in Lemma 4. Then we get 
Y', qn2+n(_q; q2),= [1 1 1 . (9.5) 
n~>o (q2; qZ)n j-=2,3,7(mod8) -q J '  
because the right hand side of Lemma 4 can be evaluated as a product 
using (3.7): 
q2n 2 + n q2n2+n(__q2n+2; q )~ ° _ (__q2; q2)~ 
Z ,,>~0 (q2; q2),, n>~O (q4; q4)n 
= [1 (1 + qJ) 
j~- 0, 2, 3 (rood 4) 
1 
= [1 1 - q J" (9.6) 
j--=2, 3, 7 (rood 8) 
Another way of writing (9.6) is 
qZn 2 + n 1 
Z - 4 2)o v [ I  - -  
n>~otq .qg)n - - ( __q2;q  j=-2, 3, 7 (mod 8) 
1 
1 - q J" 
This is to be compard with (3.4). 
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Finally, take a = q, b =q 2 in Lemma 4. This gives 
qn2+ ~( __q-l; q2). 1 
Z - I~ (9.7) 
n~>O (q2; q2)n j--=l, 5, 6 (mod 8) 1 --qJ" 
because (3.7) shows that in this case, the right hand side of Lemma 4 is 
q2~ 2- ~( __ q2, + 2; q2)o °
2 (q2, q2)n 
n~O 
= lq  
jw_ 1, 5, 6 (rood 8) 
As in the case of (9.6), (9.8) may be written as 
q 2~2- ~ 1 I~ - -  
2 (q4; q4)n-- (__q2; q2)ooj=1,5,6(modS) n~>0 
This is to be compared with (3.3). 
=( -qZ;q2)o  ° ~ q 2n2-n 
n~>O (q4; q4)n 
= I1 (1 + qJ) 
j=--O, i, 2 (mod 4) 
1 
1 - qJ" 
1 
1 - qJ' 
(9.8) 
For a combinatorial discussion of (9.5) and (9.7) and a related continued 
fraction see [1 ]. It is worth noting that when a = q in Lemma 4, we get a 
product representation for all values of b using (3.7). 
A Modular Relation. When a = q, b =q 1 in Lemma 4, we have the 
identity 
q2n 2 
2 (q4; q4)n = (__q2; q4)ov. 
n~>O 
Decompose the above sum in terms of the even and odd values of n to get 
qZn 2 qSn 2 q8n 2 + 8n + 2 
2 -E +2 n~>o (q4; q4)n n>~O (q4; q4)2 n n_O (q4; q4)2n+ 1 
= ~t l(q4) q- q2~t2(q4). (9.9) 
Replacing q2 by q in (9.9), we obtain the modular relation 
ipl(q2) _1_ q~2(q2) = (_q ;  q2)~. (9.10) 
Using (9.10) we get two identities of Gessel and Stanton I-8]. But first 
we replace q by -q  in (9.10) and write 
~(q2)_  qtp2(q2)= (q; q2)oo. (9.11) 
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2~1(q2) = (_q; q2)~ + (q; q2)~ 
= (q; q2)o~ { ( -q ;  q2)~ + l q2)~ 
, ~-, qn(n+l)/2(--1)~) 
= (q; q2)o~ 1 -e n~>0L --(q)n ; .  (9.12) 
In deriving the final equality in (9.12), we used Lebesgue's identity (see 
Andrews [2, Chap. 2]): 
q"O~+l;2(-bq),, (-bq2; q2)o~ 
~, - (9 .13)  
.~>o (q). (q; q2)~ 
Lebesgue's identity corresponds to the case q replaced by qm, a = qi/2 in 
Lemma 4. Observe that (9.12) can be rewritten in the form 
qn(~+l)/2(--q)n_ 1 Ol(q 2) 
1 + ~  - -  . .>~1 (q)n (q; q2)~ 
and by combining this with (9.3) we get 
qn~ + 1;2( 
1+~ -q) .  1 
n>~l (q). 
= l~ 1 (9.14) 
j=--±1, ±3, +4, -t-5, +6, -I-7,--+8, _+9, _+10, _+11, --+13, -+15 (rood 32) (1 - -q  J)" 
This is equivalent to Eq. (7.13) of Gessel and Stanton [83. 
Similarly, (9.10) and (9.11) imply that 
2qO2(q2) = (_q;  q2)o ~ _ (q; q2)~ 
~(-q;q2)°~ 1} 
= (q; q2)o~ (~ q2--~ 
q~(~ +1~/2( _ 1 )n 
. 2 =(q,q )oo 
n>~l (q)n ' 
by (9.13). Now rewrite this in the form 
qn(n+l)/2 l ( _ _q)n_  1 ¢2(q2) 
(q). - (q;q2)  • 
n~>l 
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Finally, combining this with (9.4) we arrive at 
q~+l~/2-1(_q) .  1 
~>~1 (q)n 
= I~ 1 (9.15) 
j~. !1, +2, +3, +5, +7, -+8, -+9, +11, ±12, -+13, +14, +15 (mod 32) (1 - -q J ) '  
which is equivalent to Eq. (7.15) of Gessel and Stanton [-8]. 
We preferred the product representations i  (9.14) and (9.15) because, as 
Andrews [-4] has pointed out, they provide an interesting example for the 
following partition problem: Find sets S and T of positive integers uch 
that 
ps(n) = pr(n - 1), (9.16) 
where ps(n) and pr(n) represent the number of partitions of n whose parts 
come from S and T respectively. Identities (9.14) and (9.15) show that 
S= {n ln -  +1, _+3, +4, _+5, +6, _+7, _+8, _+9, 
!10, !11, _+13, +15 (rood 32)} 
and 
T= {nl n= +1, +2, +3, _+5, +7, +8, +9, i l l ,  
_+ 12, _+ 13, +_ 14, _+ 15 (mod 32)} 
are examples for which (9.16) holds. Andrews [4] discusses other examples 
of pairs S and T, but the problem of determining all such pairs S, T 
remains unsolved. 
10. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Before proving Theorem 3, it is instructive to discuss (2.4). Since the 
arguments of this section are similar to those of Section 7, we give only the 
esstential steps. 
The summands of the series for 01(q) and 02(q) satisfy 
q2n 2 q2n 2 + 2n q2n 2 
(q)2--~ +q (ql2n +1 (ql2n +1 
n~O, 
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and 
q2n 2 q2(n --1)2 + 2(n --1) q2n2 -- 2n 
(q)2. (q)2(.-1)+~ (q)2. ' 
n~>l. 
Therefore, 
2n 2 q2n 2 + 2n 
2 q - '+q2 
n~>0(q)2n n~>0 (q)2n+l 
Z q2n2 
,~o (q)~.+ l 
and 
2n 2 q2n 2 + 2n q2n 2 2n 
X q -  + ~ - - - -  2 • 
.~>o (q)2. n~o (q)2n+l n~>0 (q)2. 
We get (2.4) from (10.1). For this consider 
znq 2n2 
C(z) = c(z; q )= F, - Z c. z°. 
./>o(q)2.+1 .>/o 
From the recurrence 
q4n 2Cn-  1 
C. -  ( l _q2 . ) ( l _q2 .+ l )  , n>~O, 
it follows that 
C(z)= (1 +q) C(zq2)+ (zq2-q)  C(zq4), 
and so 
C(z) zq 2 - q 
C(zq2--~) - 1 + q + C(zq2)/C(zq4 ). 
If we iterate this, we get the continued fraction 
l+q+ 
zq 2 - q 
zq 4 -- q 
l+q+ 
1 +q+ zq6-q  
Now (10.1) implies that 
C(1) 01(q) 
C(q 2) - q = 02(q)" 
(10.1) 
(10.2) 
(10.3) 
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Therefore, by taking z = 1 in (10.3) and subtracting q, we get (2.4), because 
(9.3) and (9.4) show that the ratio tPl(q)/O2(q) is precisely the product in 
(2.4). Even this derivation is only formal because we have not established 
the convergence of the iteration that led to (10.3). 
It turns out that 
and 
1 Z 2n-  lq  2nz 
= + Z (10.4) 
7.(q) z" 1 -z  (Z)2n + 1 n>O n>~l 
z2nq2n 2+ 2n 
Z •.(q) z" = Z , (10.5) 
.~o .>o (z)2.+2 
where 7.(q) and 6.(q) are the nth numerator and the nth denominator of 
the fraction in (2.4). The proof of (10.4) and (10.5) is similar to the proof 
of (6.4), and so we skip the details. From (10.4) and (10.5) we deduce that 
q 2n2 
lim y. (q)=l im ( l - z )  ~ 7.(q)z"= y, -~' l (q)  (10.6) 
. . . . .  i n>O n>o(q)2n  
and 
q2n 2 + 2n 
lim 6. (q)=l im (1 -z )~ 6.(q)z"= ~, -~P2(q), 
. . . . .  1 n~O .~0 (q)2.+ 1 
(10.7) 
and so the convergence in (2.4) is justified. 
To get the continued fraction in Theorem 3, we use the second relation 
(10.2). More precisely, consider 
znq2n2 - 2n 
D(z) =D(z; q)= • - ~, D.z". 
.>1o (q)2. n>~O 
Then the D. satisfy 
q4n - 4Dn 1 
D.=(l_q2,~_1)(l_q2.), n>~O, 
because D 1 ~" 0. So it follows that 
D(z) = (1 + q- i )  D(zq2) + (z - q-i) D(zq4). 
Therefore, 
D(z) 1 z--q - l  
D(zq2----- ~ 1 + q- + D(zq2)/D(zq4 ). 
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If we iterate this, we arrive at the continued fraction 
- -1  z - -q  
1 + q-~ + (10.8) zq2 _ q -  1 
1+q-a+ zq4 _ q-1 
l+q- l+  
Note that (10.2) implies that 
D(1) 1 ff2(q) (_q;q8)~ (_q7; q8)~ 
D(q 2) ffl(q) (_q3; q8)~ (_qS; q8) • (10.9) 
Thus, by taking z= 1 in (10.8) and subtracting 1, we get the fraction in 
Theorem 3. But this fraction converges to the product in (10.9) only in the 
modified sense, as we see presently. 
Since the fraction in (2.5) is obtained from the one in (2.4) upon dividing 
by q, the nth numerator in (2.5) is v,(q)/qn+l, and the nth denominator is 
6,(q)/q'. Thus the limit of the ordinary convergents is 
lim ]~n(q)/q n+l _ 1 lim 7n(q) _ l tpa(q) 
n ~ (~3 5n(q)/q n q n ~ ~ 5.(q) q tP2(q)' 
by (10.6) and (10.7). This is identity (2.5). 
On the other hand, the polynomials v,(q) and 5~(q) satisfy the conjugate 
relations 
yn(q) - -Tn_ l (q)=q"+l f ,_ l (q) ,  n>~l, (10.10) 
and 
6n(q)- - f ,_ l (q)=qnTn_l (q) ,  n~ 1. (10.11) 
From (1.5), (10.10), and (10.11) we see that the nth modified numerator 
7*(q) in (2.5) is 
Y,(q) (q2, 1)7,-1(q) 
7*(q) = ~-~ + q-  qn 
7n(q)- -Y, - l (q)  
qn+ l + q'?,_ ~(q) 
= 5,_ ~(q) + q"7,- l(q) 
=6,(q). (10.12) 
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Similarly, (1.6), (10.10), and (10.11) show that the nth modified 
denominator 6*(q) in (2.5) is 
ft.(q) (qen (~n__qZn l(q) 5*(q) = ~- -  + -q - ' )  - - - -  
_6.(q)-f._~(q)+q.+~ ( n- i(q) q" 
=Tn l(q)+qn+17.-i(q) 
= 7,(q). (10.13) 
Hence by (10.12) and (10.13), the limit of the modified convergents in 
(2.5) is 
7n*(q) On(q) ~t2(q) 
lim = lim 
and so Theorem 3 follows from this and (10.7) 
Remark. The conjugate relations (10.10) and (10.11) are to be 
compared to relations (6.19)-(6.22) encountered earlier. 
11. Two FALSE THETA SERIES OF ROGERS 
L. J. Rogers [-14] discovered many false theta series identities. Andrews 
[-5] has discussed the combinatorial significance of some of these series. 
Here we consider two false theta series of Rogers, namely 
and 
qn2 W n 
( -1 ) "  - 2 qj(Sj+3)/2_ ~ qj(Sj-3)/: (11.1) 
n>o (-q)2,+~ j~>O j>~l 
( -1 ) "  q.2+. = ~ qj(Sj+l)/2_ ~ qj(Sj-1)/2 (11.2) 
n~>0 (--q)2n j~>0 j~>l 
The polynomials encountered in Lemmas 2 and 3 are connected to these 
false theta series in a natural way. 
From (6.8) we see that series on the left in (11.1) is F(-q). Hence 
( -1 ) ' f , , (q )q '= ~ qj(Sj+3)/2__ Z q/(5: 3)/2. (11.3) 
n~>O j~>O j~>l 
We may combine (11.3) with (6.20) and get 
1 + Z ( -  1)" {g.(q)- g. l(q)} = 2 qj(Sj+3)/2_ 2 qj(Sj-3)/2. (11.4) 
n>~l j>~O j>~l 
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In order to get similar representations for (11.2), we rewrite (6.17) in the 
form 
1 znq n2 
K(z )= Z kn+l(q)  zn=~qn~>l (Z)2 n" 
n~>0 
Hence the series on the left in (11.2) is 
1-q2K( -q )= l+ ~ (-1)n+lqn+2kn+l(q). 
n>~O 
This yields the representation 
1+ ~2 ( -1)"+lkn+l(q)q n+2= ~ qj(Sj+l)/2_ ~, qj(Sj-1)/2. 
n>~O j)O j>~ l
Finally, (11.5) and (6.21) yield 
1~- ~ (--1) n {h~(q)--hn_l(q) } = Z qj(Sj+l)/2 Z qj(Sj-1)/2. 
n~l j )0  j>~l 
(11.5) 
(11.6) 
then ak . . . .  = the number of partitions of n into 2k or 2k + 1 parts, with 
largest part m, such that the parts satisfy the inequalities 
Now, by (6.15) 
zn qn 2 +..........~n 
(zq)2,+ l-- ( l - -z )  G(z)= 1 + 
n)O 
So from (11.8) and (11.9) we see that 
where 
bl >/ b2 > b3 >~ b4 > bs >/ ... 
Z zm{gm(q)-- gm l(q)}" 
m~>l 
gm(q) - -  gm l(q) = ~ am, nq n, 
rt 
am, n ~ ~ ak,  m, tz • 
k 
(11.8) 
(11.9) 
zkqk 2 + k 
ak . . . .  zmq n, (11.7) 
(zq)2~ + l m,,~O 
All four representations ( 11.3 )-(11.6) have combinatorial interpretations. 
We briefly discuss only (11.4). 
Andrews ]-5] has pointed out that if 
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That is, gin(q)-gm l(q) is the generating function for all partitions with 
largest part m, where the parts satisfy the inequalities (11.8). Thus one has 
the following partition interpretation of (11.2) as observed by Andrews 
[-5]: Let Pc(n) and Po(n) denote the number of partitions of n with largest 
part even and odd respectively, and whose parts satisfy (11.8). Then 
t 
l, 
Pe(n)-Po(n)= -1,  
O, 
if n = j (5 j  + 3)/2, 
if n = j (5 j -  3)/2, 
otherwise.  
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